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Uncover your shadow-IT.
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Optimize SaaS license usage, improve utilization, and close unused SaaS apps.
Understand your Okta adoption and accelerate its implementation.
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Gain full visibility to all SaaS apps, even those not connected to Okta.
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View SaaS usage and cost in one place.
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Torii is a SaaS management platform that automatically
discovers all your organization’s SaaS usage and costs.
New Okta customers

Faster Okta implementation - Torii gives instant visibility
to all SaaS apps being used, giving IT the means to decide
which SaaS applications to connect to Okta. No more
shadow-IT, get everything connected to Okta.

Migrate away from a diﬀerent SSO - Are you using a
diﬀerent SSO solution at the moment? Torii gives an
instant view of what's currently connected to your existing
SSO solution and helps you with the migration eﬀort.

Existing Okta customers

Discover anomalies - Find users that are active on
G-Suite/Azure-AD but don't have an account on Okta,
and vice versa.

Save money - Get a uniﬁed view of the number of times
employees use Okta to log in and to which services. Easily
ﬁnd unused licenses, helping IT save money.

Improve SaaS security - Make sure new SaaS apps can be
connected to Okta using SAML. Receive alerts from Torii
every time someone starts to use a new SaaS application,
giving IT the ability to identify whether the new app
supports SAML before the org adopts it.

Measure Okta adoption success - Track the number
of total apps connected to Okta over time.

Connect on-premise apps to Okta - Torii also gives
visibility to your on-premise web apps, helping you
connect SAML-supported on-premise apps to Okta.

www.toriihq.com

hello@toriihq.com

Gain full visibility of all SaaS
being used, known and
unknown. Start managing
your SaaS.
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All your SaaS applications.
In one single place.
Torii lets you discover, optimize, and control your
organization’s SaaS usage and costs
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Automatic Discovery
Discover all the SaaS applications being used in your
organization to stay in control and avoid surprises.

User Usage Tracking
Track usage trends to identify abandoned apps and
unused licenses across all your SaaS apps.

Cost Optimization
Reduce costs by optimizing license usage, identifying
redundant SaaS apps, and noticing unexpected
spikes in fees.

Smarter Renewal Decisions
Get advanced alerts about renewals with the data you
need to make informed and accurate decisions.

Torii’s unique technology is the only solution that discovers thousands of SaaS and
on-premise applications, instantly without any conﬁguration.
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